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1.         COMPLETE THE BLANKS WITH THE CORRECT OPTION 

1.   poor health Charlie cannot drive for more than 5 miles.

 
a. although     b. Due to         c. besides 

 
2.  Charlie has poor health;             , he cannot drive for more than 5 miles. 

a.  as a result     b. then         c. also 

3.  He sprained his ankle                trying to trap raccoons. 

a. even so       b. Moreover    c.  because of 

4.  He couldn’t find his bag             the thief took it. 

 
a.   in short     b. because      c. however 

 
5. I  bought the purple bag                              I thought it was durable. 

a. therefore     b. since           c.   due to the fact that 

6.  She said she used earplugs            the noise pollution in her factory. 

a. since                      b. in order to   c.   due to 

7.  The children kept their sweaters on                      it was not cold. 

a.   even though         b. that is          c. hence 

8. We made a lot of money,            we still wanted more. 

a. on the contrary       b. because of  c.  but 

9. I worked hard                        pay my bills. 

 
a.  in order to  b. since           c. afterwards 

10.    a boat, he also bought an airplane.

 
a. because      b.  In addition to         c. first 

 
11. The company's sales have increased;             , profits have also increased. 

a. nevertheless          b.  consequently       c. despite of 

12. You need to pass the exam;                       _, you will not graduate.
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a.  otherwise   b. instead        c. thus 

 
13.Social security  will dwindle            the population ages. 

A.  because ofb. on the other hand  c.  as 

14.He finished his work early,                    he left early. 

c. so                b.  in other words             c. since 

15.                              I go to the gym, I walk regularly. 

a. even though           b. Although     c. however 

16.  I wash the crockery.               I dry them.  Finally, I stack them in the cupboard. 

a. besides       b. therefore     c. Then 

17.  A dog is a canine                    a cat is a feline. 

a.  whereas     b. so               c. hence 

18. I don't have much time. I will try to help you,    

 
a. however      b.  though       c. although 

 

 
 

2. CHOOSE THE RIGHT PART TO COMPLETE THE CONDITIONAL 3 

 
1. If only I had known about your difficult situation I 

will help you. 

would have helped you. 

 
2. We wouldn't have gone bankrupt if ... 

we had conducted better market research. 

we conduced better market research. 

 
3. If you hadn't given your approval ... 

this would never have happened. 

this would never happen. 

 
4. Geraldine would never have left Jim if ... 

he were more reasonable and understanding. 

he had been more reasonable and understanding. 

 
5. France would never have won the world cup if ... 

the final stage were played in Brazil. 

the final stage had been played in Brazil. 

 
6. If we had had a better marketing strategy we ... 

would easily have conquered the German market.



will easily conquer the German market. 

3. 

 

 


